Bayesian networks are 
Introduction
Human,centered user-interfaces based on vision and speech present challenging sensing problems in which multiple sources o f information must be combined to infer the The challenge in applying DBN models to speaker detection is to develop effective discriminative learning algorithms. Classical parameter learning algorithms for DBN's are unsupervised, in the sense that all nodes in the network are treatcd equally. However, when DBN's are used as classifiers we would prefer a supervised approach, in which the classification node is identified and learning is optimized for classification performance.
I n previous work, the AdaBoost algorithm [IS] was used to develop a DBN parameter learner that was tuned for classification accuracy [141. I n the speaker detection example. boosting improved the performance o f the DBN classifier by 15%. I n this paper we significantly extend these previous results in two ways. First, we expand the learning task to include structure learning. Given the nodes in the DBN model, we search over the set of possible graph structures. This allows us to compensate for possible biases or inaccuracies in hand-specified models. We present a novel algorithm for boosted structure leaning which extends our previous results on boosted parameter learning. Second, we describe a variation o f AdaBoost which uses a max-based classifier selection approach to determine the output. We test these new algorithms on the speaker detection task and the chess data set &om the UCI repository [ I 1.
DBN for Speaker Detection
The context for our work the development of an openmike speech interface for a Sman Kiosk [IS] . The kiosk has microphone and camera inputs and a graphical avatar for 1051-465UO2 $17.00 0 2002 IEEE output. We assume that a speaker will be facing the kiosk, moving their lips, and producing speech. Visual cues can he useful in deciding whether the person is facing the kiosk and whether they are moving their lips. However, they are not capable on their own to distinguish a speaker from an active listener, who may be facing the kisok while smiling or nodding. Audio cues can detect the production of speech. However, simple audio cues can not distinguish speech directed to the kiosk from speech directed at one's neighbors. In addition, contextual information describing the state of the interface also has hearing on speaker detection. For instance, in cenain contexts the user may not be expected to speak at all. The arcs between the nodes are parameterized by conditional probability distributions that model dependencies between variables. The arc between the two binary variables speaker and visible, for example, stores the two-by-two conditional probability table (CPT), P(visible1speaker)
We let B, denote the total set of CPT parameters. Adding temporal dependencies between variables in a BN results in a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN). Figure 2 gives an example for speaker detection. Additional arcs have been placed between the three hidden nodes speaker, frotirul. and speech. Each arc denotes a dependency hetween variables in two "slices" of the network at consecutive times. The probability distrihution is defined by the parameters of a Markov model: a matrix A of transition probabilities and an initial slate distribution x .
Figure 2. Dynamic Bayesian network for speaker detection.
We can describe the DBN model of Figure Figure I ) and Bd specilies the reniporalurcs between time slices (in Figure 2). In this instance, B. has been specified manually. The parameters can be learned from a training data set D by computing 9' = argmeaxP(D19)P(9), (1) where P(9) is a prior. When all of the nodes are observed, this computation can be done in closed-form [IO] .
Learning is particularly simple for the network of P(zT,yT>@) = P(YTIZT,BI)P(ZTIA,~) (2) Thus the parameters B, can be determined by counting how often particular combinations of hidden state and measurement values occur. In this simplest case the parameters are simply the counts in a histogram of the training data. We can further expand the second term:
Thus the transition matrix A can be viewed as a second histogram which counts the number oftransitions between the t hidden state values over time. Inference is equally straightforward using the standard forward-backward algorithm.
See [91 for details.
Bayesian Network Classifiers
DBN models are an appealing framework for complex inference problems because they are interpretable, composable, and generative. Posthoc analysis of learned parameters and network structure is an important source of insight into network performance. Such insight can he difficult to obtain in directly supervised learning approaches such as neural networks. Second, it is fairly easy to compose large Bayesian network models by combining subgraphs. This makes it possible to reuse and extend modeling components without retraining an entire model for each new problem [131. Third, because the Bayesian network models a joint probability distribution, sampling can he used to generate synthetic data. This is another source of insight into network performance.
However, the,straightforward approach of learning BN models from training data and then applying them to a classification task can result in poor performance, as described in 161. To illustrate this point, consider a dataset of N records D = {zl ,___, z N } . Let z; = {s;,yi}, where s; is the classification node (e.g. the speaker node in Figure I ) and y; is the set of observations for record i. Substituting into Eqn 1 we have 0' = a r g m a x n P ( s~, Y~~o ) P ( o )
The classification performance of the network is governed by the first term in Eqn 4, known as the conditional log likelihood. Since the parameter estimate maximizes the total posterior, it is not guaranteed to give an optimal estimate for the conditional likelihood under the structure B,.
If the structure is incorrect, the resulting classifier may not generalize well during testing. Unfortunately, it does not seem to be possible to extend the closed form solutions for Eqn 4 to the conditional likelihood term in isolation. See [6] for details.
One approach to this problem is to use boosting to improve the classification performance. In the Adaboost algorithm of Schapire et. al. 1181, performance is improved by linearly combining a sequence of weak classifiers, each of which is trained to correct the mistakes of the previous one on the training data. In previous work 1141, we used boosted parameter learning to improve the speaker detection performance of the DBN classifier of Figure 2 . Boosting modifies the parameter estimates by changing the weights on the lraining data according to the classifier's performance. This approach is attractive because it can utilize efficient parameter learning algorithms for DBNs and the computational cost is a constant multiple of the cost without boosting.
Boosting has a particularly simple interpretation for discrete variable networks such as Figure 2 . For simplicity, consider just the classifier node s (i.e. speaker) and the measurements y. Boosting modifies B4 according to the distribution P(yls,DI.) where DI. is the reweighted training data at iteration k of boosting. Intuitively, boosting will increase or decrease the weighted counts in a particular bin (s = s;,y = y,) of the histogram depending on whether the classification given by P ( s = s;ly = yj) is incorrect or correct. We can write this as B, = Histogram(Dt, &),
Similarly, boosting will modify { A , T} according to P(@I.) and P ( S~I S~_~, D I . ) .
We can write {A,?r} = Histogram(Dk, Bd). Intuitively, boosting will increase or decrease the weighted counts for a pair of state transitions (A;j, A~I . ) based on the classification performance for st = j . This can be viewed as an error-driven duration density model for the Markov chain, and it seems to he the primary source of performance improvement in the classifier of Figure 2 .
Consider the decision boundary between (s = -1, y = y,) and (s = 1 , y = y,). Since all of the variables are discrete, boosting can only effect the decision by changing the sign at the boundary. Given some initial distribution of counts between the two bins, boosting will tend to drive the distribution towards (0.5,0.5). Until this threshold is reached, boosting will not change the decision boundary. As a consequence, the final classifier produced by averaging the reweighted classifiers may not give significant improvement in the discrete case. In the next section, we introduce an alternative combination scheme called mox-select, in which we select the output of the classifier which maximizes the likelihood of the test probe.
Learning Network Structure
The network structure in Figure 2 was manually specified using knowledge ahout the problem and sensors. Manual design may introduce unwanted hias, and will be difficult for more complicated networks with many features. An alternative would he to learn the network structure automatically from the data 13, 8, IO] . Structure learning algorithms accomplish this by searching over the space of network stmctures to find the structure which is hest-supported by the data. This requires a scoring function for candidate structures and an efficient search procedure, since the space of all topologies is intractably large for even a small number of nodes.
A Bayesian scoring function H ( B 1 , B2). for two candidate structures Bl.and Bz, can be constructed from the ratio of their posterior probabilities:
where D is the dataset and the last equality follows from Bayes Rule. If the prior over the structure is uniform, then the scoring function will reward the structure that maximizes the likelihood of the data. As in the parameter learning case, it is quite possible that the maximal structure dues not result in the best-performing classifier, since the scoring function in Eqn 5 is unsupervised. We now describe a novel boosting algorithm for structure learning which addresses this limitation. Figure 3 gives the flow chart fur the algorithm. The key point is that Eqn 5 can be easily modified to operate on weighted data.
As in the discrete paramter leaming case, the effect of Adaboost from the standpoint of the structure learning module is simply to increase or decrease the frequency of different combinations of variables in the training data. Any standard structure learning algorithm can be used for the module in Figure 3 . In this paper we use an MCMC variant of the K2 structure learning algorithm by Cooper and Herskovitr [3] , which is described in [7] . K2 is agreedy search algorithm which uses a known ordering of the nodes and maximum limit on the number of parents for any node to constrain the search uver network structure. The MCMC variant samples from the space of node orderings and uses K2 tu compute the best structure for each sample. This approach retains the relative efficiency of K2 while ameliorating the constraints of node ordering.
Following the structure learning stage in Figure 3 , parameter learning is performed in the current structure B.. Parameter learning is also based on weighted data, using the procedure from our earlier work [141. The result is a new classifier, which is then used to classify the training data so that the weights can be modified for the next iteration. The pseudocode for boosted structure learning follows: {(sl,yl) 
Experimental Results
We have conducted experiments on two separate datasets: (i) speaker detection dataset and (ii) the Chess dataset from the UCI machine learning repository [l] . The speaker detection dataset consists of five sequences of a user playing a blackjack game in the Genie Casino Smart Kiosk setup. The sequences are of varying duration (from 2000-3000 samples) totaling to approximately 10000 frames. Each DBN state in each frame was hand labelled. The chess dataset has 36 attributes and two output classes.
The experimental results for both datasets are summarized in Table I . For both the speaker and chess datasets, we measured classification accuracy for the static Bayesian network with structure learning using no boosting. AdaBoost, and max-selection boosting. For the speaker dataset we also measured the classification accuracy for the dynamic Bayesian Network with and without boosting. For each combination we present the overall detection rate (the Der column) as well as the improvement over the baseline classilier (the D e h column). The baseline classifier in each case was a static BN with fixed structure and standard parameter learning. We can make several observations about the results in Table I . First, structure learning led to improved classifier performance on both datasets. In the static speaker case, for example, standard structure learning (row 3) yielded an improvement of 16% over the baseline, suggesting that the hand-designed structures we used in our earlier experiments had significant bias. Furthermore, conventional structure learning met or exceeded the performance of parameter boosting with manually-specified structure. This illustrates the importance of selecting the right structure in Bayesian network classifier design.
We now examine some of the speaker-detection networks that were produced by structure learning. The static speaker network (B,) shown in Figure 4 is the result of applying standard K2 to the node ordering given in the manually specified structure of Figure 1 . This constraint results in qualitatively similar parent relationships between the manual and learned models, while allowing the data to determine the details. The network in Figure 4 yielded a classification accuracy of 78% on the testing set. While this is superior to the performance of Figure 1 (around 70%) . it is below the best structure estimates in Table I . We can make several observations about Figure 4 . First, it is clear that the nodes visible and skin are conditionally independent from the rest of the variables. This is a consequence of the training dataset. which did not contain any cases in which a visible face (and therefore skin pixels) were not present. As a consequence, the visible and skin variables did not provide any useful information for classification. The children of the speaker node (which is the output node during classification) are quite similar in both the learned and manual structure, as a consequence of the ordering constraint.
An intriguing property of the learned graph is the large number of connections between the kiosk node and other variables in the system. This node represents the state of the kiosk interface. In our Blackjack application, i t encodes whether it is the user's turn to place a bet and whether or not any of the game-playing agents are talking to the user. As a result, it is a powerful source of information in speakerdetection. The next structure example makes this point even more clear. Figure 5 shows a second network for static speaker detection. It was obtained using the MCMC K2 algorithm described in 171. In contrast to Figure 4 , this network does not respect the manually-specified node ordering.' This is the best static network we obtained, with a classification rate of A striking feature of Figure 5 is the dominant role of the kiosk node. It has the most children (4) and has a causal 87%.
'Note [hat we have omitted the G i h l r and .xkiri ndrs for clanty. effect on the entire network. Sensitivity analysis reveals that the kiosk node i s the most significant piece of evidence available to the classifier. While we guessed that this would he a valuable cue, our hand-specified models significantly underestimated its importance to the overall network. This is an example of the valuable insight that structure leaning (and the graphical models formalism in general) can provide.
Boosting the structure learning process, as described in Section 4, yielded additional performance improvements in both the dynamic BN case (rows 9 and I O in Table I ) and in the static case when max-selection was employed (row 5). I t is curious that the gains from boosting structure learning were only a few percentage points, while the gains from parameter boosting were quite significant (e.g. 10% in the dynamic speaker case). We are currently working to clarify this result. Finally. on both datasets we found that our max selection rule led to improved performance over the standard AdaBoost algorithm.
Conclusion

